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Chapter 5

Towards Recoil Ion Momentum
Spectrometry of Molecules and
Clusters

5.1 Introduction
In atomic and molecular physics a large part of theory and experiment is devoted to collision
and interaction physics of atomic particles. Projectiles may be electrons, photons or highly
charged ions in various regimes of charge state and energy, and targets range from isolated
atoms and molecules to large solid state structures, such as crystals and surfaces. Interaction
physics of small aggregates of atoms and molecules intermediate to the solid state and isolated
atoms and molecules has been studied to a lesser degree. The properties of such aggregates
or clusters can be extremely size dependent and very different from either the molecular state
or the condensed phase. For example, some metals, which are conductors in the solid state,
become insulating at certain cluster sizes [89]. The generation of clusters as a target for
interaction studies may be achieved using molecular beam techniques, described in section
5.2.

In this chapter we report on the construction and commissioning of a molecular beam
source, recoil ion momentum spectrometer (RIMS) combination for the purpose of detailed
kinematically complete, studies of highly charged ion collisions with various targets, such as
Van-Der-Waals (VDW) clusters and small molecules in seeded beam experiments. We will
present first results of a study of the interaction of highly charged ions and VDW clusters of
argon as a proof-of-principle of the new experimental setup.

Fragmentation and ionization of Ar clusters has been studied earlier using electron-impact
ionization [90] and photoionization [91]. Also studies of core-excited Ar clusters have been
reported [92]. A recent, and one of the few, study with highly charged ions focuses on
properties of Ar dimers [93].

In the past our group has made a first experimental study of highly charged ions inter-
acting with Ar VDW clusters in which highly charged Xeq+ (5 ≤ q ≤ 25) projectiles were
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76 Towards RIMS of Molecules and Clusters

used [94]. This study revealed that Ar VDW clusters undergo charge localization upon Xeq+

interaction. The fragmentation pathways of the cluster upon charge exchange with the ion
are asymmetric in the sense that coincident fragments originating from the same parent clus-
ter have very different charge states. In addition, evidence was found for the formation of
fragments with very high charge states up to q = 7.

In interactions of highly charged ions with fullerenes [95–98] and metal clusters [99–
101] high intermediate charge states are no exception, however, fragment charge states are
generally low. This is usually explained by electron mobility being high in these type of
clusters. Ar and other rare gas VDW clusters have lower electron mobility, suggesting that
in interactions with highly charged ions charge may localize on single atomic sites leading to
highly charged fragments upon fragmentation.

Kinetic energy releases in fragmentation of charged clusters is a parameter giving direct
information on the fragmentation mechanisms. Energetic fragments produced in fragmenta-
tion processes display broadening of their corresponding peaks in a time-of-flight spectrum
due to their large initial velocity. The absence of kinetic energy release, leading to sharply
peaked features in the spectrum, results from gentle ionization without fragmentation. Con-
sequently sharply peaked cluster features point towards the survival of these charged VDW
clusters on a time scale of µs. Survival of such weakly bound clusters may prove illuminating
also in dynamics of highly charged ions with other weakly bound complexes such as clusters
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules [102], which is of great importance in
an astrophysical picture of PAHs interacting with ions. In electron capture processes highly
charged ions can provide target ionization with little or no excitation, perhaps facilitating the
survival of charged, weakly bound complexes.

5.2 Basics of Supersonic Jet Production

5.2.1 Classical Nucleation Theory
In this section a simple statistical mechanics model [103] of nucleation or cluster formation
is outlined. In this classical homogeneous nucleation theory, aggregation of the constituents
of a single substance in a gas-liquid system is modeled. Consider a gas-liquid system in
equilibrium at a temperature T and pressure P. The Gibbs free energy of the system must be
at a minimum with respect to other parameters: δG = 0. The total Gibbs free energy of the
system is equal to

Gtot = Mlgl +Mggg, (5.1)

where Ml and Mg are the total mass of the liquid and the gas respectively. gl and gg are the
chemical potentials (Gibbs potential per unit mass) of the liquid and the gas. Varying the
Gibbs free energy with respect to the amounts of liquid and gas one obtains the equilibrium
condition of the system

δG = (gl −gg)δm = 0, where δm = δml =−δmg. (5.2)

It follows that a (infinite) gas-liquid mixture is in equilibrium when the chemical potentials of
the respective phases are equal, gl = gg. The pressure of this equilibrium gas-liquid system is
known as the vapor pressure (Pv). Supersaturation occurs when the (partial) pressure of a gas
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is higher than its vapor pressure. In this case equilibrium conditions may occur with finite
bodies of ‘liquid’.

A small spherical cluster of radius r, in equilibrium with the gas, having a temperature T
and a pressure P, gives a Gibbs free energy of

G = Mdgl +Mggg +4πσr2, (5.3)

where Md is the mass of the droplet and Mg the total mass of the gas. The last term in (5.3)
takes into account the surface tension of the small droplet. Varying the Gibbs free energy
with respect to the droplet radius and equating this to zero gives the equilibrium relation

δG = (
∂Md

∂ r
gl +

∂Mg

∂ r
gg +8πσr)δ r = 0. (5.4)

The total mass of the system is conserved, so

∂Md

∂ r
=−

∂Mg

∂ r
= 4πr2ρ (5.5)

where ρ is the mass density of the droplet. Eq. (5.4) then gives

gg −gl =
2σ
ρr

. (5.6)

One can relate thermodynamic potentials, such as the Gibbs free energy, to measurable quan-
tities through Maxwell’s relations. In this particular case we have V =( ∂G

∂P )T or 1/ρ =( ∂g
∂P )T .

From eq. (5.6) this gives

1
ρg

− 1
ρ
=− 2σ

ρr2 (
∂ r
∂P

)T − 2σ
ρ2r

(
∂ρ
∂P

)T . (5.7)

Assume that the density of the gas is much smaller than the density of the droplet, such that
the left hand side of eq. (5.7) can be set equal to 1/ρg. Due to the incompressibility of fluids
we also set ∂ρ

∂P ≈ 0. Additionally assuming that the ideal gas law applies we set

ρg =
mP
kT

. (5.8)

Combining these expressions leads to

(
∂ r
∂P

)T =−kT ρr2

2mσP
. (5.9)

Separating variables and integrating (r : ∞ → r and P : Pv → Pr) gives

1
rd

=
kT ρ
2mσ

ln(
Pr

Pv
). (5.10)

Equation (5.10) states that droplets of a certain radius rd coexist in equilibrium with the
gas of temperature T and pressure Pr. Droplets with radii smaller than rd will start to evapo-
rate, compensating for the relatively low surrounding pressure, and will eventually disappear.
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Droplets with radii larger than rd will gather more particles to compensate for the relatively
high surrounding pressure and grow further. This process is self-sustaining. If the pressure
Pr and T are such that the critical droplet radius rd is of the order of the molecular size, then
molecular clusters will start to form in the gas due to random collisions of molecules and
temporary formation of dimer states.

A Boltzmann distribution of cluster sizes is then

N∗
n = N1 exp

[
−∆G∗

n

kT

]
, (5.11)

where the free energy barrier ∆G∗
n is given by

∆G∗ = (gl −gg)Md +4πσr2 =−nkT ln(S)+4πσr2. (5.12)

The variable S represents the saturation ratio (Pr/Pv) and n is the number of monomers in the
cluster.

Although the liquid-drop model can describe the thermodynamic properties of clusters
over a wide range of sizes, it relies on assignments of bulk and surface macroscopic properties
to particles of sizes extending into the molecular domain. Ways of improvement are found
in using more appropriate descriptions of the free energy barrier obtained from (classical)
density functional theory [104] or using atomistic approaches such as Monte Carlo molecular
dynamics simulations [105].

5.2.2 Supersonic Expansion: Molecular Beam Source
A number of techniques for target or sample generation in the isolated phase exist. Conven-
tionally this is accomplished be evaporating a substance through a pinhole exit from a small
oven in the setup. These types of targets are known as effusive targets. The drawback of these
targets is that the intensities are, in general, rather low. Kantrowitz and Grey [106] suggested
to use a high velocity supersonic nozzle to increase target densities.

A schematic view of a molecular beam source is shown in fig. 5.1. Gas from a high
pressure reservoir is expanded from a small nozzle, which may be cooled, by lines for liquid
nitrogen circulation, or heated. A small oven may be placed inside the high pressure reservoir
for evaporating a substance to be co-expanded with the carrier gas. Another technique is to
pass the jet through a vapor cell to pick up vapor molecules before reaching an interaction
point. Such jets are often called seeded beams. The two trumpet-shaped cones are the beam
skimmers and they are used to cut out a transversely cold, collimated, gaseous jet.

In a conventional effusive source the mean free path of the vapor particles in the reservoir
is comparable to the nozzle diameter, λ & d. The gas particles will leave the source, more
or less accidentally, through the hole in all directions, not colliding with each other. The
hole does not modify the state of the gas. Beam formation occurs through collimation of the
escaping particles.

In a supersonic jet source the reservoir has a relatively small exit hole diameter and con-
tains a gas at high pressure such that the mean free path of the particles is much smaller than
the nozzle diameter, λ ≪ d. This implies that, upon exiting the source, particles will undergo
many collisions. Due to the pressure decrease and collision frequency decrease along the
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the molecular beam source.

nozzle area axis the particles have a net outward velocity. The random thermal motion of the
gas is converted into directed flow and the translational temperature of the expanding gas de-
creases. Typically, monoatomic gases are used in supersonic expansions. Monoatomic gases
are very efficiently cooled in this manner since they have no vibrational or rotational degrees
of freedom. Larger, molecular species of interest are generally seeded in such a monoatomic
carrier gas. In the expanding mixture the carrier gas acts as a cold bath for the molecules,
which may bring them to their vibrational and rotational ground states. Temperatures ob-
tained in this way decrease below 1 K. Level spectroscopy in atoms and molecules greatly
benefits from this cooling effect since there is no thermal background [107]. This cooling
effect is also advantageous in atomic collision studies and molecular fragmentation studies,
because the initial (transverse) motion of the target is close to zero and thus it does not ob-
scure processes of interest in a thermal background. Another advantage of supersonic beams
is that, under the right conditions, atomic or molecular clusters may be formed in the jet.
These clusters can vary greatly in size ranging from dimers and trimers to massive conden-
sation of hundreds of atoms or molecules per cluster, depending on the expansion conditions
such as pressure and temperature.

5.2.3 Cluster Formation in Supersonic Expansions

A schematic PT -diagram, relevant to supersonic expansions, is depicted in fig. 5.2. The gas
starts in the reservoir state, point A in the diagram, at (P0,T0). Upon expansion the state
evolves along the isentrope to point B, where it crosses the vapor pressure curve. From point
B on it passes into the supersaturated state of point C. In the supersaturated state cluster
formation occurs, driving the system back to the equilibrium vapor pressure curve.

As mentioned previously, prediction of cluster sizes is not an easy task and up until now
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Figure 5.2: PT diagram of a gas in a supersonic expansion [108].

computationally rather involved. Something that does seem possible is to devise scaling laws,
which correlate cluster sizes to expansion conditions. Hagena [108] was able to derive such
scaling laws for expansions of rare gases. In a later paper [109] these scaling laws were ex-
tended to both include different rare gases and metal vapors. The idea is as follows: Cluster
formation depends on the conditions of expansion such as source pressure, source tempera-
ture, and nozzle size and geometry. Larger cluster sizes are favored when the pressure is high,
the temperature low, and the nozzle orifice large (large nozzles give slower expansions). A
rigorous, complete theory relating these quantities to the cluster size is not available, how-
ever, cluster growth kinetics may be related to these source conditions. Requiring that cluster
growth kinetics remain unchanged, that is, having the cluster size distribution remain un-
changed, upon varying the source conditions requires specific relations between those source
conditions. The scaling law, relating fixed cluster growth conditions has the form

n0

n0re f
=

(
T0

T0re f

) f/2−sq
(

d∗
0

d∗
0re f

)−q

, (5.13)

where
f =

2
γ −1

and s =
f −2

4
(5.14)

for an axisymmetric nozzle. The parameter γ is the ratio of the heat capacities at constant
pressure and constant volume, CP/CV . For an atomic gas, expanding from an axisymmetric
nozzle, f = 3 and s = 0.25. The parameter q lies in the interval 0 < q < 1 and its precise
value must be determined experimentally. Experimental results suggest a value of q = 0.85
[109]. One can use a dimensionless parameter Γ to correlate cluster sizes to initial expansion
conditions,
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Γ = n0dqT 0.25q−1.5
0 . (5.15)

One may also compare different substances and use more convenient characteristic ref-
erence values,

Γ∗ = Γ/Γch = n0r3
ch

(
d

rch

)q( T0

Tch

)0.25q−1.5

, (5.16)

where

rch =

(
m
ρ

)1/3

and Tch =
∆h0

k
. (5.17)

The parameter ρ is the density of the solid and m the atomic mass. In the characteristic
temperature, ∆h0 is the sublimation enthalpy per atom at 0 K and k the Boltzmann constant.
A characteristic pressure easily follows:

Pch =
kTch

r3
ch

. (5.18)

The characteristic values may be captured in a single, substance specific constant κ and
the values for stagnation pressure, nozzle diameter, and reservoir temperature expressed in
units convenient for comparison with experiment:

Γ∗ = κ
P0d0.85

T 2.2875
0

with P0[mbar], d[µm], T [K]. (5.19)

For argon the constant κ has the value κ = 1646. Ref. [110] gives values of the constant κ
for the noble gases.

Experiments show [109] that for values of Γ∗ below 200 no clustering is observed and for
values above 1000 there is massive condensation of hundreds of atoms per cluster (see table
5.1).

Table 5.1: Degree of clustering for various ranges of Γ∗.

Γ∗ Effects
< 200 No clustering observed.

200-1000 Transition region, onset of cluster formation.
>1000 Massive condensation, cluster sizes exceeding 100 atoms per cluster.

In our setup we typically use a nozzle diameter of d = 50 µm, a pressure of 3 bar and a
temperature of 130 K. This gives a Γ∗ close to 2000. This means clusters in the supersonic
jet are very large. A number of experiments were conducted at a temperature of 200 K. This
gives Γ∗ close to 750, which lies in the transition region, meaning that relatively small clusters
form in the expansion. Ref. [111] may consulted for reports on quantitative relations between
the mean cluster size and the scaling parameter Γ∗.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of a free jet expansion [114].

5.2.4 Properties of Jet Expansions

Over time two types of free jet expansions have been described in the literature as two lim-
iting cases of the same process [112, 113]. When one expands a high-pressure gas from a
small diameter nozzle the pumping capacity has to be quite substantial in order to allow the
gas to expand into a ‘vacuum’. For this reason the first realizations of such a system were
equipped with large diffusion pumps with pumping capacities of tens of 1000’s of L/s to
maintain a good vacuum of ca. 10−3 − 10−4 mbar. This type of free jet expansion into a
low pressure background is referred to as a Fenn-type expansion due to the efforts of J.B.
Fenn and coworkers. Expansions of this type lead to very weak, if any, shock wave formation
because of the low background gas densities. The pioneering work of R. Campargue was
done using mechanical pumps such as Roots blowers. The advantage of these setups, known
as Campargue-type expansions, is that they are much more compact than designs, which
incorporate large diffusion pumps. The background pressures to expand into are, however,
only moderately low. This leads to strong shock formation structures where the expanding
supersonic gas meets background gas. The shocks, however, conveniently isolate the cold
isentropic core of the expansion from warm background gas [112]. In fig. 5.3 we show a
schematic representation of a continuum free jet expansion [114] including shock structures.

Consider the thermodynamics of such an ideal free jet expansion [115], for a gas ex-
panding from a reservoir with pressure P0 and temperature T0 to P1 and T1. The first law of
thermodynamics states the conservation of energy

∆E = ∆Ek +∆Ep +W +∆Q. (5.20)

The expansion is considered adiabatic. There is no heat transfer from or to the system, so
∆Q = 0. The potential energy of a gas is generally very low, so also ∆Ep = 0. The enthalphy
is defined as the sum of the internal energy and the work done by the gas
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E +PV = H =
∫

CpdT. (5.21)

The global motion of the gas in the reservoir (T0,P0) is zero. So for the expanding gas we
can write down, per mass unit

h(r)+
1
2

v(r)2 = h0. (5.22)

The constant h0 is called the stagnation enthalpy. It is a constant along all streamlines,
because these all originate from the same source. v(r) is the global speed of the gas. Eq.
(5.22) gives an expression for this global speed of the gas in the expansion

v(r)2 = 2(h0 −h(r)) = 2
∫

CpdT = 2Cp(T0 −T1(r)). (5.23)

The third equality sign is valid when CP is constant over the integration range. The heat
capacity CP =

(
∂H
∂T

)
= γ

γ−1
R
W per unit mass for a perfect gas. When the final temperature is

very low, i.e. T1 ≪ T0, we can write the following expression for the terminal speed of the
gas

v∞ =

√
2R
W

(
γ

γ −1

)
T0, (5.24)

where R is the molar gas constant, W the molar weight and γ = Cp/Cv, the ratio of the heat
capacities at constant pressure and constant volume, respectively. For an expansion of argon
gas at 300 K the value of v∞ = 559 m/s. At 200 K v∞ = 456 m/s and at 130 K v∞ = 368 m/s.
Expansions with helium gas may reach terminal speeds of over 1000 m/s.

From fig. 5.3 one can see that expansion from a nozzle may form a complicated shock
structure. This structure of shock waves is known as the Mach bottle. Shock waves form
where supersonically moving gas meets obstacles. The speed of sound in a gas or equivalently
the speed with which disturbances propagate is given by

a =

√
γRT
W

=

√
γkT
m

(5.25)

in a perfect gas. In high velocity flow, speeds are often given in terms of the Mach number
M,

M =
v
a
. (5.26)

In fig. 5.4 four situations of a moving source or fluid element emitting disturbances or sound
waves are schematically depicted. In fig. 5.4(a) the source is stationary and in fig. 5.4(b)
the source moves subsonically. In fig. 5.4(c) the source moves at the same speed as the dis-
turbances forming a shock front. Finally, in fig. 5.4(d) the source moves supersonically and
generates what is known as a Mach cone. In the first two cases a fluid element in the flow field
ahead of the source interacts with disturbances emitted by the source and may ‘adjust’ ac-
cordingly. If a source is moving supersonically there is no interaction with the fluid elements
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(a) v = 0, M = 0 (b) v = 0.6a, M < 1.

(c) v = a, M = 1. (d) v = 2a, M > 1.

Figure 5.4: Waves emanating from a moving source particle or fluid element.

in the flow field ahead of the source. This implies that flow adjusts almost discontinuously
over obstacles in the flow field, because it cannot dynamically adjust. This gives rise to shock
formation. The formation of shock waves depends on the local properties of the flow field,
so, in general, one speaks of a Mach surface instead of a cone as shown in fig. 5.4(d). The
shock structure from a nozzle as depicted in fig. 5.3 has two main components, which are the
barrel shock and the Mach disk. The region contained by these shock regions is known as
the zone of silence. The barrel shock is the cylindrically symmetric shock structure around
the cold isentropic core. The Mach disk is the shock surface perpendicular to the expan-
sion axis where the Mach number of the flow drops below 1 and where it equilibrizes with
background gas. The Mach disk position is determined through an empirically determined
expression [114],

xM

d
= 0.67

√
P0

Pb
. (5.27)
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In eq. (5.27) d is the nozzle diameter, P0 is the stagnation pressure and Pb the pressure of
the background gas. The thickness of the Mach disk is of the order of a few mean free paths
at a pressure Pb. The transition to equilibrium of the jet with background gas occurs more
gradually if the background pressure becomes lower or the pressure ratio P0/Pb is higher.
The shock thickness in this case becomes larger and shocks become diffuse shock regions.
If the pressure Pb is lowered even further the Mach disk becomes a region of scattering.
These regimes are not easy to model. An approximation of the transition of continuous
flow in which there are many collisions to free molecular flow is the sudden freeze model.
The approximation is that continuous flow and free molecular flow with internal molecular
degrees of freedom frozen are separated by a sharp transition surface known as the quitting
surface. The molecular degrees of freedom such as vibrations and rotations are frozen beyond
the quitting surface because there are no collisions among molecules anymore.

From the first law of thermodynamics and the perfect gas approximation one can calculate
temperature, pressure and density of the flow field of a supersonic jet expansion. This may
be done starting from the differential form of eq. (5.22) and rewriting it to

d
(

v2

2

)
+dh = 0. (5.28)

Integrating gives

h0 −h = (
v2

2
)− (

v2
0

2
), (5.29)

h0 = h+(
a2M2

2
)− (

a0M2
0

2
),

= h+
M2

2
(γ −1)cpT −

M2
0

2
(γ −1)cpT0 where

a2

cp
= (γ −1)T,

h0 = h+
M2

2
(γ −1)h−

M2
0

2
(γ −1)h0 where h = cpT,

h0 = h

(
1+ γ−1

2 M2

1+ γ−1
2 M2

0

)
.

Taking the starting point of the integration at the point of stagnation i.e. in the source, the
final result of (5.29) simplifies to

h
h0

=

(
1+

γ −1
2

M2
)−1

and
T
T0

=

(
1+

γ −1
2

M2
)−1

. (5.30)

The expansion may be considered to be isentropic, so stagnation relations for pressure and
density are straightforward to determine through PV γ = const. and the ideal gas law.

P
P0

=

(
V
V0

)−γ
=

(
ρ
ρ0

)γ
=

(
T
T0

)γ/(γ−1)

. (5.31)

Summarizing the final result for the thermodynamic parameters in the expansion:
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T
T0

=

(
1+

γ −1
2

M2
)−1

, (5.32)

P
P0

=

(
1+

γ −1
2

M2
)γ/(1−γ)

, (5.33)

ρ
ρ0

=

(
1+

γ −1
2

M2
)1/(1−γ)

. (5.34)

To find the values of temperature, pressure and density in the isentropic region of the free jet
it suffices to determine the Mach number M(r). This can be done using the method of char-
acteristics [115], which is a mathematical technique for solving differential equations and it
may be used to solve the differential equations that apply to supersonic expansion flow. In-
side the zone of silence the streamlines seem to radiate outward, spherically symmetric, from
a point x0 close to the nozzle exit plane. The Mach number as a function of x, the distance
from the nozzle plane along the centerline, is rather well approximated by the function [116]

M(x) = A
(

x− x0

d

)γ−1

− 1
2

γ +1
γ −1

(
A
(

x− x0

d

)γ−1
)−1

. (5.35)

The constants A and x0 are listed in table 5.2 for a number of values of γ . d is the nozzle
diameter.

Table 5.2: Constants in eq.(5.35) for some values of γ .

γ x0/d A
1.67 0.075 3.26
1.40 0.40 3.65

1.2857 0.85 3.96
1.20 1.00 4.29
1.10 1.60 5.25
1.05 1.80 6.44

For the generation of a molecular beam one places a skimmer in the isentropic region of
the jet expansion to cut out a center region of the jet continuing to the following differential
stage, as shown in fig. 5.1. The skimmer should perturb the jet as little as possible, requir-
ing it to have a sharp edge and a small external angle to avoid detached shocks in front of
the skimmer. Such detached shocks would seriously impare passage through the skimmer
opening. The internal angle of the skimmer should be as large as possible to avoid any in-
teraction of the gas with the skimmer wall. These are conflicting criteria in skimmer design
considerations. In our setup we have chosen a sharp-edged trumpet-like skimmer to sample
a molecular beam from the jet expansion. Fig. 5.5 shows the skimmer specifications.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the two (identical) skimmers [117] used in our setup. A = 19.2 mm, B =
22.2 mm, C = 2.0 mm and, D = 1 mm.

5.3 Characterization of Ar Cluster Beams by Ion Impact

5.3.1 Setup for Characterization of Cluster Jets
To characterize our supersonic molecular beam source, the jet is crossed with a beam of
highly charged ions. The charged reaction products resulting from interactions with highly
charged ions are extracted into the reflectron time-of-flight spectrometer and identified ac-
cordingly (see chapter 2).

The full setup combining the supersonic molecular beam source with the reflectron time-
of-flight spectrometer is depicted schematically in fig. 5.6. Argon gas is expanded from a
source reservoir through a 50 µm nozzle. The source can be cooled using a spiral shaped liq-
uid nitrogen conduit in close thermal contact with the source. After the expansion from the
nozzle the jet is skimmed by two sharp-edged trumpet shaped skimmers, which also separate
the differential pumping stages. The base pressures in the expansion chamber, differential
stage and interaction chamber are respectively <10−7, <10−7 and 10−9 mbar. During op-
eration the pressure in the expansion chamber is in the 10−3 mbar range. This chamber is
pumped by a 2200 L/s turbomolecular pump. The pressure in the differential stage after
the first skimmer during operation lies in the 10−6 mbar range. When passing through the
interaction chamber the jet is crossed with a beam of highly charged ions in the center of
the reflectron time of flight extraction system, before passing into the jet dump stage. The
pressure in the interaction chamber during operation is in the 10−8 mbar range. Charged
reaction products from highly charged ion and jet target particle interactions are extracted
into the reflectron time of flight spectrometer and identified accordingly. The spectrometer is
additionally pumped by an ion pump.

5.3.2 Fragment Mass Spectra
In fig. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) we show two overview spectra for a 40 keV He2+ beam crossed with
a supersonic jet of argon. The jet was expanded through a 50 µm diameter nozzle with a
stagnation pressure of 3 bars. Fig. 5.7(a) shows a spectrum at a stagnation temperature of
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the setup for crossing a supersonic jet target beam and a highly charged ion
beam where charged reaction fragments are identified by means of a high resolution reflectron time-of-
flight mass spectrometer.

Tstag = 135 K and fig. 5.7(b) shows the spectrum under the same conditions except that the
stagnation temperature in this case was equal to Tstag = 200 K. The main features of the time
of flight spectra for the two temperatures are similar below an m/q value of 60. The dominant
feature is the argon ion peak (Ar+) at m/q = 40. Other large contributions come from the
doubly charged argon ion (Ar2+) located at m/q = 20 and also the triply charged ion (Ar3+)
with virtually the same intensity at m/q = 13.3. A zoom of the peaks in the m/q = 0− 50
region is shown in fig. 5.8. The inset also shows the peaks due to argon isotopes at m/q = 36
and m/q = 38 for respectively 36Ar+ and 38Ar+ with yields corresponding to the natural
isotope fractions (0.3% and 0.06%, respectively).

Since He2+ projectiles are used only two electrons can be captured. The production of
Ar3+ seems remarkable. The appearance of final target charge states exceeding the charge
state of the projectile ion is not uncommon, for example de Nijs et al [118] observed the
production of Ar ions up to 8+ in collisions of keV energy C6+ ions on Ar. The creation of
such high charge states can be ascribed to (near-) resonant electron capture from inner shells
of the target atom, which is subsequently followed by Auger decay of the multiply excited
target ion. This does require that the projectile ions carry deep-lying vacant shells, in case of
C6+ the empty K shell. Note that de Nijs et al observed only a very weak signal of Ar7+ ions
and no Ar8+ when using O6+ projectile ions that have a filled K shell.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: 40 keV He2+ on argon. Spectra for two stagnation temperatures. Expansion parameters
are P0 = 3 bar, T0 = 135 K and 200 K and the nozzle diameter ϕnozzle = 50 µm.
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Figure 5.8: Zoom of fig. 5.7(a)

To see whether two electron capture and subsequent target Auger ionization is possible
one has to consider at least the four least bound Ar electrons. These electrons have binding
energies of 15.7, 27.6, 40.9, and 59.8 eV. The latter energy is very close to the binding energy
of 54.4 eV of He+(1s) indicating that resonant electron capture of inner shell electrons is
likely in its turn implying the creation of Ar3+ ions.

Even traces of Ar4+ ions are observed, which requires the removal by either capture or
direct ionization of an even more tightly bound electron, which at energies of a few tens of
keV are processes with only a small probability.

Water molecules are present as a background gas and in He2+ interactions with water
molecules there is a sizable contribution from O2+ fragments [119]. The peak at m/q = 8 is
therefore ascribed to O2+ fragments from water molecules and not to Ar5+ ions. For compar-
ison we also show a spectrum of O6+ (filled K-shell) ions (90 keV) on argon. Here it may be
seen that higher Ar charge states appear, but indeed only up to Ar6+. In agreement with De
Nijs et al we do observe a very weak signal at Ar7+, but the statistics for this contribution are
too low to make quantitative statements. The Ar7+ ions most likely result from interactions
with a small fraction (1%) of metastable O6+(1s2s3S) projectile ions present in the O6+ ion
beam.

As described in sec. 5.2.3 the stagnation temperature is a key parameter controlling the
cluster sizes present in the jet. When the reduced scaling parameter Γ∗ decreases below 1000,
average cluster sizes decrease rapidly. This is reflected in the spectra when taking a closer
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: 90 keV O6+ on argon. Expansion parameters are P0 = 3 bar, T0 = 200 K and the nozzle
diameter ϕnozzle = 50 µm. The lower panel shows a zoom of the higher charge states.
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look at the intensities of the cluster peaks (Ar+n ) for the two temperatures. At a temperature of
135 K, the parameter Γ∗ is in the regime of average cluster sizes exceeding 100 atoms/cluster,
while at a temperature of 200 K one works in the regime of onset of (small) cluster formation.
In the insets of fig. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) we show zooms of the spectra in the region m/q 60-250.
The spectrum of fig. 5.7(a) shows considerable cluster contribution up to m/q = 240 (Ar+6 ).
We did not extend the measurement cycle period to include even larger clusters. Clearly,
what is observed here is the distribution of small fragments formed during ion collisions with
the relatively large parent clusters. Fig. 5.7(b) shows distinct cluster sizes only up to m/q
= 120 (Ar+3 ) and at diminished intensities. The intensity of the Ar+4 peak at (m/q = 160)
does not considerably exceed the background noise levels. Since parent clusters are small,
the measured cluster distribution may include unfragmented cluster ions. In fig. 5.10 we
summarize the contributions of the various cluster (fragment) sizes as showing up in 40 keV
He2+ interactions with argon. Note that although the dimer contributions in fig. 5.10 for both
stagnation temperatures are equal to one this does not imply that their absolute yields are
the same and they are not. Here it may be seen that contributions of larger clusters decrease
significantly as the stagnation temperature increases.

Figure 5.10: 40 keV He2+ on argon. Normalized Arn cluster (fragment) yields for two stagnation
temperatures. Expansion parameters are P0 = 3 bar, T0 = 135 K (black) and 200 K (red) and the nozzle
diameter ϕnozzle = 50 µm.
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Figure 5.11: Fit of two gaussian distributions to estimate contributions of different reaction channels.
Blue: fit to distribution of Ar+ fragments of clusters with large kinetic energy release. Red: fit to
distribution of ionized atomic (monomer) argon with very low kinetic energy. Black: sum of both
distributions. Points: experiment data.

5.3.3 Kinetic Energy Releases

The reflectron time-of-flight spectrometer that we use to measure fragment spectra is a high
resolution device resulting in narrow peaks in the measured spectra. One feature drawing
immediate attention is that the Ar monomer peak at m/q = 40 is sharply peaked, however, it
sits on a broad pedestal. This feature is illustrated in fig. 5.11.

When charged fragments are extracted into the reflectron time-of-flight spectrometer,
fragments with large kinetic energy show a broadening in their time of flight distributions.
This is due to the fact that in ion-cluster (or ion-molecule) interactions fragments may be
emitted in the direction of the electric field in the extraction region or against the direction
of the electric field lines and any direction in between those extremes. This effect results in
times of flight that are slightly shorter or slightly longer with respect to the same fragment
having zero kinetic energy as they are emitted with or against the electric field lines respec-
tively. The effect is stronger as the kinetic energy release in the ion-cluster interaction grows
larger.

This feature suggests that the Ar+ peak at m/q = 40 has contributions from different
reaction channels in the interactions of the supersonic argon jet and the ion beam. The ex-
planation for these different contributions is that one contribution is due to the ionization of
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atomic argon in the jet, resulting in a sharp feature without notable kinetic energy release,
and a second contribution from fragment monomer Ar ions stemming from fragmentation of
Ar clusters with substantial kinetic energy releases, resulting in a broad base. To estimate the
contributions of both these reaction pathways we fitted a double Gaussian peak structure to
the peak at m/q = 40. This allows us to estimate the relative yield as well as a peak width
for both contributions. The choice for Gaussian functions is somewhat arbitrary. The results
of the fits are shown in table 5.3 for a number of systems. The effect grows stronger with the
charge of the projectile.

The last column containing the ratio of the yields from atomic argon ionization and ener-
getic cluster fragment production is a measure of the cluster content in the jet.

The fragment monomer contribution in the spectrum at m/q = 40 in collisions with O6+

ions are very broad and double peak fits did not converge correctly. In reactions with substan-
tial kinetic energy releases distinct peaks for forward and backward emission occur instead
of only the broadening of a single peak, making such fits problematic. Nonetheless we give
an estimate of the width of both contributions in table 5.3. Ref. [93] describes fragmentation
processes and kinetic energy releases in Ar9+ collisions with argon dimers. In their work
they determine a kinetic energy release of 3.8 eV for one reaction pathway for the channel

(Ar2)
2+ −→ Ar++Ar+, (5.36)

which agrees with the KER in Coulomb dissociation at the internuclear distance of neutral
dimers (3.8 Å) [120].

Here, we determine the kinetic energy of a single Ar+ fragment only, which corresponds
to halve the kinetic energy release (1.9 eV) if one assumes dimer fragmentation. This value of
1.9 eV agrees reasonably with estimates obtained from peak fits in table 5.3 for Ar+ monomer
fragments produced in interactions of He2+ with argon clusters (last three rows). In the
reflectron measurements of table 5.3 we cannot assess the original cluster size, however, the
stagnation conditions of the systems shown in table 5.3 ensure the presence of only small
clusters, except for the system of the first row in which large clusters are present.

From table 5.3 one can see that the estimated kinetic energy release for dimers (Ar+2 ) is
large for the first system, in which large parent clusters are present in the jet, and smaller
for the systems with small parent clusters. They differ roughly a factor of three. The small
amount of kinetic energy estimated from dimer peak widths in systems with small clusters
might indicate the possibility of charged dimer survival. The larger kinetic energy release
suggests that these are fragments stemming from fragmentation of larger clusters that got
multiply charged in the interaction with He2+. Detailed kinematic studies using recoil ion
momentum spectroscopy, which are currently in preparation may reveal causes of the ob-
served differences.
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Table 5.3: Peak characteristics for a number of systems. The first column contains the collision system
characteristics and peak designations. The second column contains the respective fitted peak widths,
which are the 1σ widths of a Gaussian. The third column shows the corresponding kinetic energy
releases and the fourth column contains the ratio of the yields of both contributions in the peak at m/ =
40.

System
Peak

Peak width
[ns]

Fragment Ekin
[eV]

Arsharp/Arbroad

He2+ 40 keV
Tstag = 135 K
Eextr = 300 V/cm
Ar+sharp 22.0 0.1
Ar+broad 67.6 1.2 1.7
Ar+2 108.8 1.6

He+ 20 keV
Tstag = 200 K
Eextr = 300 V/cm
Ar+sharp 19.6 0.1
Ar+broad 50.6 0.7 2.2
Ar+2 58.0 0.5

O6+ 90 keV
Tstag = 200 K
Eextr = 300 V/cm
Ar+sharp 23.6 0.2
Ar+broad 133.2 4.8 -
Ar+2 56.4 0.4

He2+ 40 keV
Tstag = 200 K
Eextr = 300 V/cm
Ar+sharp 27.4 0.2
Ar+broad 93.6 2.4 2.0
Ar+2 64.4 0.6

He2+ 40 keV
Tstag = 200 K
Eextr = 200 V/cm
Ar+sharp 18.8 0.05
Ar+broad 122.8 1.8 1.8
Ar+2 83.6 0.4

He2+ 40 keV
Tstag = 200 K
Eextr = 100 V/cm
Ar+sharp 31.2 0.03
Ar+broad 240.8 1.7 1.5
Ar+2 159.6 0.4
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Figure 5.12: Schematic representation of a recoil ion momentum spectrometer.

5.4 Recoil Ion Momentum Spectrometry

In order to obtain kinematically complete information from fragmentation processes in inter-
actions between highly charged ions and argon clusters one requires the recording of more
parameters than only time of flight and estimates of kinetic energy release. One device with
which that may be accomplished is a so-called recoil ion momentum spectrometer. A re-
coil ion momentum spectrometer combines a time-of-flight measurement with a position of
impact measurement. A time-of-flight measurement is accomplished using a linear time-of-
flight spectrometer as described in chapter 2. For convenience a schematic is shown in fig.
5.12.

All charged interaction products are extracted from the interaction point by an electric
field in the extraction region. This electric field is generated by a potential difference (V+,V−)
being placed over a stack of 19 ring shaped electrodes. These electrodes are connected to their
neighbors by a resistor of 3.2 MΩ. The electrodes on both sides of the plane of the supersonic
jet and the ion beam have a larger distance between them and are connected to each other by
a 4.7 MΩ resistor. This arrangement generates a homogeneous electric field in the extraction
region, which is controlled by the voltages V− on the drift region end and V+ on the opposite
end. To prevent as much as possible any distortion of the ion beam it is desirable to have a
zero potential in the plane of the supersonic jet and the ion beam. This is accomplished when
the voltages V+ and V− have a particular ratio depending on the number and value of the
resistors on both sides of the plane of the supersonic jet and the ion beam namely,

V+

V−
=−2n1R1 +R2

2n2R1 +R2
≈−0.253, (5.37)

where R1 and R2 are the 3.2 MΩ and 4.7 MΩ resistors respectively. The number of resistors
connecting the ring electrodes are n1 = 3 and n2 = 14 on the respective sides of the beam-jet
interaction plane. The length of the extraction region (de) is 57 mm, the drift tube has a length
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Figure 5.13: Position sensitive delay line detector.

(L) of 111 mm and the post-acceleration region (dpa) is 3mm long.
Upon extraction the charged fragments drift through a field free region and are finally

collected on a MCP. The MCP is placed at a close distance of a few mm before a so-called
delay line anode (DLA). In fig. 5.13 we depicted the MCP stack in combination with such a
delay line anode. This MCP delay line combination along with data acquisition electronics
was purchased from Roentdek Handels GmbH. We use the Roentdek DLD40 version, which
has an active detection diameter of at least 40 mm.

The combination of a MCP and a delay line anode makes a position sensitive detector.
The delay line anode consists of sets of copper wires tightly wound in a helical way in both
the x direction and the y direction. The electron cloud generated when a fragment strikes the
MCP is collected on the crossed wires and charge pulses propagate to the ends of the wires
in both directions x1 and x2 and y1 and y2. The difference in time of arrival of the electrical
signals at the respective ends of the wires is directly proportional to the position of impact in
that dimension:

X = x1 − x2, (5.38)
Y = y1 − y2, (5.39)

where x1, x2, y1, and y2 correspond to the time-to-digital converter (TDC) channel numbers
of each event. The sum of the timing signals (Tsum) for both dimensions is a constant, within
1 ns (∆Tsum), for every event, because of the fixed length of the delay line wires in x and
y direction. In multi-hit mode this allows one to determine corresponding x and y signals
for each detected fragment [121]. As mentioned before, each charged particle impact gives
four signals on the delay line, two for each dimension. If the pulse detection times in a
channel x1, x2, y1 or y2 from two different particles are separated by more than Tsum, then
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Figure 5.14: Usignal and Ure f erence are the respective potentials for the signal and reference wires. The
triangles are differential amplifiers and the boxes represent constant fraction discriminators (CFD). T h
and W are the respective values that may be set for the constant fraction discriminator ’threshold’ and
’width’ parameters. T are the timing signals from the CFD and A are the raw differentially amplified
signals. Figure adopted from [122].

only single particle pulses traveled on the delay line. If the pulses were separated by less than
Tsum, the timing signals may get reversed in their time order in one direction or they might
overlap. The signals belonging to the respective particles can then be reconstructed by noting
that the corresponding timing signals should add to Tsum. Signals overlapping in a direction
can be reconstructed using the value for Tsum, however, this reconstruction does degrade the
resolution since the resolution of Tsum is worse than the resolution of the TDC.

The time range of the TDC (Roentdek TDC8 PCI I/O card) for each channel is 16 bit with
a 500 ps time resolution and a total open time of 32.8 µs.

The electrical signals propagating on the delay line wires resulting from the impact of
a fragment on the MCP have pulse heights of a few mV. In order to distinguish these small
signals from background noise, additional reference wires are wound in the delay line anode
similarly and located closely to the signal wires. The signal wires are on a potential that is
some 50 V higher than the reference wires potential. This ensures that any signals resulting
from a fragment striking the MCP are collected on the signal wires and that any background
noise is common to both signal and reference wires. Typical voltages for signal and reference
wires are 300 V and 250 V for detection of ions. The signals of both signal and reference
wires are processed by a differential amplifier and constant fraction discriminator combina-
tion (Roentdek DLATR6) for the x and y directions, thus eliminating noise contamination of
the signals to a sufficient level. The differentially amplified signals with pulse heights of a
few hundred mV are fed into a constant fraction discriminator, making the signal digital, and
finally sent to the corresponding TDC channel. A wiring scheme is shown in fig. 5.14.
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As mentioned, the position of impact of the fragment striking the MCP detector may be
determined from the arrival time difference of the electrical signals on the delay line in both
directions x and y. The delay line is wound in a helical way with a pitch close to 1 mm. The
propagation time through such a loop is approximately 0.71 ns/mm for the DLD40 [122].
This implies that the correspondence between the signal time difference in the 2D position
image is twice this value: 1.42 ns/mm.

In the following section we will discuss the reconstruction of the fragment momenta from
the position and time of flight information of the fragments striking the detector.

5.4.1 Momentum Reconstruction in the Laboratory Frame

The flight time through a spectrometer of the type shown in fig. 5.12 resembles very much
that of a linear time-of-flight spectrometer. The total flight time can be expressed as

T =
−v0z +

√
v2

0z +2deae

ae
+

L√
v2

0z +2deae

+
−
√

v2
0z +2deae +

√
v2

0z +2deae +2dpaapa

apa
.

(5.40)
In eq. (5.40) v0z is the initial velocity component of the fragment along the detector axis.

de is the extraction distance i.e. the distance of the interaction point to the field free region
and dpa is the length of the post-acceleration region. ae is the acceleration of the fragment
in the extraction region and apa is the acceleration of the fragment in the post-acceleration
region. L is the length of the field free drift region.

To obtain the momentum vectors the fragment fragment obtained in the interaction the
equation for the flight time must be inverted. The exact inverse of eq. (5.40) is, however, very
involved. Fortunately one can expand eq. (5.40) and keep only the relevant terms. For the
expansion parameter we take

v2
0z

2deae
≡ h2. (5.41)

Rewriting eq. (5.40) in terms of h and expanding one finds

T =
apa(2de +L)+ae 2de(

√
1+ r−1)

apa
√

2deae
− v0z

ae
+O[h2], (5.42)

where

r =
Epadpa

Eede
. (5.43)

If one does not incorporate a post-acceleration region (i.e. r = 0), the Wiley-McLaren crite-
rion also makes the second-order term equal to zero and in this series expansion there are no
odd-order terms, meaning that the next non-zero term will be the fourth-order term.

For the current purposes it is sufficient to keep only the constant and the linear term of
expression (5.40). The relation between T and v0z can now be expressed as:
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T =

√
m
q

T0 −
m

qEe
v0z, (5.44)

such that v0z is given by

v0z =
qEe

m

(√
m
q

T0 −T
)
, (5.45)

where

T0 =
Epa(2de +L)+Ee 2de(

√
1+ r−1)

Epa
√

2deEe
, (5.46)

which is a constant given a set of experiment parameters.
The full momentum vector of a detected ion can be reconstructed in the following way:

v0z =
qEe

m

(√
m
q

T0 −T
)
,

v0y =
(y− y0)

T
,

v0x =
(x− x0)

T
− v jet ,

where v jet is the speed of the supersonic jet.

5.4.2 Momentum Reconstruction in the Center of Mass Frame
In the previous section it was shown how the full momentum reconstruction of a detected ion
is achieved. A limiting factor in doing so is the finite volume of the interaction region, i.e. the
overlap volume of the ion beam and the supersonic jet. Transforming to the center of mass
frame (cmf) of the dissociating molecule one may recover the interaction point by noting that
the total momentum of the fragments should add to zero,

n

∑
i=1

mi vcm f
0 i = 0, (5.47)

where the sum extends over all fragments. This requirement allows one to find the interaction
point (x0,y0) event by event, which enhances the resolution of the final results because one is
not limited to a finite extent of the origin [123, 124].

The Galilean velocity transformation equations relate the velocities in the center-of-mass
frame and those in the lab frame:

vlab f
0x i = V cm

x + vcm f
0x i ,

vlab f
0y i = V cm

y + vcm f
0y i , (5.48)

where vlab f
0x i is the speed in the x direction in the lab frame of the ith fragment. V cm

x and
V cm

y are the net velocities of the center of mass frame (jet), which are constant for all events
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and determined as an average over the whole experiment. The speeds vlab f
0x i and vlab f

0y i are
determined through xi, yi and Ti, which are measured quantities in every event during an
experiment. Expressing eq. (5.48) in these quantities gives:

xi − x0

Ti
= V cm

x + vcm f
0x i ,

yi − y0

Ti
= V cm

y + vcm f
0y i . (5.49)

One can then solve for the interaction coordinates x0 and y0

x0

Ti
=

xi

Ti
−V cm

x − vcm f
0x i ,

y0

Ti
=

yi

Ti
−V cm

x − vcm f
0y i . (5.50)

The quantities vcm f
0x i and vcm f

0y i can be eliminated by using the previously mentioned require-
ment of zero total momentum, eq. (5.47), in the center-of-mass frame by multiplying eq.
(5.50) by mi and summing over i. This gives

x0

n

∑
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mi

Ti
=

n

∑
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Ti
−V cm

x

n

∑
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mi,
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miyi

Ti
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y

n

∑
i=1

mi. (5.51)

Solving for x0 and y0 gives:

x0 =
∑n

i=1
mixi
Ti

−V cm
x ∑n

i=1 mi

∑n
i=1

mi
Ti

,

y0 =
∑n

i=1
miyi
Ti

−V cm
y ∑n

i=1 mi

∑n
i=1

mi
Ti

. (5.52)

These equations give the event-by-event point of interaction. From eq. (5.50) one can also
find the velocities of the fragments in the center-of-mass frame:

vcm f
0x i =

xi − x0

Ti
−V cm

x ,

vcm f
0y i =

yi − y0

Ti
−V cm

y . (5.53)

The center-of-mass velocity components of the jet are determined afterwards as an average
over the entire experiment and they are the same for all recorded events.

Despite the finite extension of the interaction volume in the z-direction there is no need
to take this into account when the spectrometer has a Wiley-McLaren configuration, which
compensates for this finite extent of the origin (to first order). The analysis may nonetheless
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be carried out for the z-direction as well giving T0 of eq. (5.46). One can also make an
estimate of the center-of-mass velocity of the jet in the z-direction,

vlab
0z i =V cm

z + vcm f
0z i . (5.54)

Multiplying (5.54) by mi and summing over all fragments gives

V cm
z =

∑n
i=1 mivlab

0z i

∑n
i=1 mi

=
E ∑n

i=1 qi

(√
mi
qi

T0 −Ti

)
∑n

i=1 mi
, (5.55)

where we have substituted eq. (5.45) for vlab
0z i. If the jet and the ion beam lie in a plane exactly

parallel to the detector plane then V cm
z is zero.

Now that all fragment velocities can be determined in the center-of-mass reference frame
one can easily calculate kinematical observables of the reaction such as the fragment mo-
menta, kinetic energies, and relative emission angles:

vi =
(

vcm f
0x i ,v

cm f
0y i ,v

cm f
0z i

)
, (5.56)

pi = mivi, (5.57)

Ekin =
1
2

mivi ·vi, (5.58)

cosθi j =
vi ·vj

∥ vi ∥∥ vj ∥
. (5.59)
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5.4.3 CRIMS Setup and Characterization

In fig. 5.15 we have shown a schematic of the setup combining the molecular beam source
and a focused ion beam to an interaction point inside the recoil ion momentum spectrometer.

In fig. 5.16 we show one of the first spectra taken with the RIMS spectrometer, using a
beam of 40 keV He2+ on argon. The lower panel shows the spectrum as a function of time of
flight. In this experiment we used a stagnation pressure of 3 bar and a stagnation temperature
of 300 K and a nozzle of 50 µm diameter (Γ∗=296 i.e. very little or no clustering).

Clearly visible are the peaks due to the singly, double and triply Ar monomer. In addition
one can see small peaks of H+ and H+

2 from rest gas contributions present in the collision
chamber. Also H2O+ and CO+

2 are detected. Clusters are not present in the spectrum because
the stagnation conditions are such that clusters are not formed upon expansion of the gas.

Ion beam

Chopper/sweeper system

Electrostatic lens system

Molecular beam
dump

Faraday
cup

RIM spectrometer

Position sensitive detector

Molecular beam source

Figure 5.15: Schematic of the setup for recoil ion momentum spectrometry of molecules and clusters.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: Spectrum of 40 keV He2+ on argon taken with the recoil ion momentum spectrometer.
Pstag = 3 bar, Tstag = 300 K.
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Figure 5.17: Reconstruction of the detector 2D position image of a beam of 40 keV He2+ on a super-
sonic jet of argon. Pstag = 3 bar, Tstag = 300 K and ϕnozzle = 50 µm.

In fig. 5.17 we show a 2D position image acquired in the measurement. The active di-
ameter of the detector is 120 channels. The TDC has a resolution of 500 ps/channel. As
mentioned before the correspondence between time of arrival difference of the delay line
signals and the 2D position is 1.42 ns/mm. This implies that a diameter of 120 channels cor-
responds to an active detector diameter of 42.3 mm. This value agrees with what is expected
from a DLD40 detector with a quoted active diameter of at least 40 mm. The position reso-
lution of the detector is then 0.35 mm/channel. In this position resolution one is limited by
the time resolution of the TDC, the intrinsic position resolution of the DLD40 MCP detector
delay line combination is namely quoted to be better than 0.1 mm, which can be understood
by realizing that the channel diameter of an MCP is approximately 25 µm and center to cen-
ter spacing of the channels is approximately 32 µm (dimensions differ somewhat for various
manufacturers). Note that the position resolution of the delay line is also not limited by its
wire (pitch) spacing. When the emerging electron cloud is collected on the delay line wires
the actual timing signal is extracted from the weighted contributions of the charge pulses that
are induced in neighboring wire (pitch) sections.

A few features are immediately apparent from the 2D position image. First the ion beam
is clearly visible in the detector image as a track running from top to bottom in fig. 5.17.
Second, the point of interaction, or beam intersection, appears as a bright spot in the detector
image. This beam spot is displaced from the beam axis due to the net speed of the supersonic
jet of argon gas. The amount of displacement in combination with the time of flight allows
one to estimate the velocity of the beam. Closer inspection of the 2D image shows that the
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displacement of the maximum in intensity in the spot from the ion beam axis is 6 channels,
corresponding to a distance of 2.1 mm. At this point one still requires the time of flight to be
determined. This is the time of flight from the exact moment of interaction to impact on the
detector. In many measurements and experiments the zero of time is defined by an external
trigger arming the TDC or by a trigger signal to the ion beam chopper/sweeper system. This
generally results in an offset of the times of flight that are recorded by the TDC, due to travel
time of the ion beam pulse to the interaction center and electronic delays in the system. The
determination of the fragment flight time requires a determination of this offset. Fortunately
this offset may be easily determined by fitting the m/q values in a measured spectrum to
the corresponding flight times. Eq. (5.46) states that the fragment time of flight is linearly
related to the square root of its m/q value, thus the offset at m/q = 0 equals the systematic
time of flight offset. This is stated with the reservation that v0z=0 (cf. eq. (5.44)). However,
when comparing times of flight to m/q values one, in general, chooses the center value of
the corresponding peak. Any initial fragment velocity v0z is centered around a value of v0z=0
and thus choosing the center value of the time of flight of the peak allows a good fit of flight
times to m/q values. The fit function has the form shown in eq. (5.60), which is the same as
eq. (2.25),

m
q
=

(
T −To f f

C

)2

, (5.60)

where To f f is the time of flight offset and the parameter C is proportionality constant in which
experimental parameters such as extraction electric field and extraction geometry dimensions
are lumped together. Performing the fit on the data of 40 keV He2+ on argon gives To f f =
3097 channels and C = 1121, corresponding to a time of flight offset of 1.55 µs. This gives a
net flight time of Ar+ of 3.55 µs.

Now that flight time (3.55 µs) and impact distance from the interaction center (2.1 mm)
are determined we can calculate the supersonic jet velocity by simply dividing the two. This
gives the result

v jet = 592 m/s. (5.61)

The estimated theoretical result is 559 m/s (cf. sec. 5.2.4).
In fig. 5.18 we show the results of the ionization of a supersonic jet of argon with stagna-

tion conditions such that (large) clusters form in the expansion of the gas (cf. caption of fig.
5.18). The projectile is 40 keV He2+. The stagnation temperature in this case is 130 K. In
the time-of-flight spectrum cluster ions are found at integral multiples of 40, with the dimer
at m/q = 80. The cluster peaks are very broad, suggesting that these features are smaller
fragments stemming from fragmentation of large clusters with a great deal of kinetic energy
release.

In the 2D position image (fig. 5.18b)) the contribution of cluster ions becomes apparent as
an area with the supersonic jet ‘spot’ as its center when comparing it to the 2D position image
of fig. 5.17 in which there is no contribution from cluster ions. This is further confirmed when
position of impact is exclusively plotted for cluster ions. This is possible by discriminating
ions by means of their time-of-flight. This also reveals that the ion beam track is mainly due
to Ar rest gas in the interaction chamber.
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(a) Time-of-flight spectrum.

(b) Position reconstruction.

Figure 5.18: 40 keV He2+ on argon. Pstag = 3 bar, Tstag = 130 K and ϕnozzle = 50 µm.
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Note that in fig. 5.18 the ‘spot’ lies closer to the beam axis in accordance with a lower jet
speed when expanding the gas at lower temperature. Using the same procedure as we did in
determining eq. (5.61) we find a jet speed of

v jet = 406 m/s. (5.62)

This result is again in nice agreement with the theoretical result of 368 m/s as determined in
sec. 5.2.4.

In fig. 5.19a) we show a measurement of 90 keV O6+ ions interacting with carbon monox-
ide (CO), a molecular target. In the time-of-flight spectrum one can nicely see the fragments
produced in the interaction. The dominant feature is the singly charged CO+ peak. In the
lower part of the spectrum, towards shorter flight times, one finds C and O fragments in
different charge states. The multi-hit coincidence capability of the recoil ion momentum
spectrometer is nicely demonstrated in this simple collision system in the 2D correlation plot
in fig. 5.19b). In this plot we visualize pure double-hit coincidences by plotting the time
of flight of the first particle (TOF1) against the time of flight of the second particle (TOF2).
Double coincidences appear as line-shaped islands in the plot due their fragmentation dy-
namics. The dominant island is due to the (C+-O+) correlation. In the two-body breakup of
the CO molecule the time-of-flight of the particles depends on the direction of emission of
the fragments and the kinetic energy release in the breakup reaction. From momentum con-
servation considerations in a two-body breakup reaction one can deduce the slope the island
should have:

slope =
∆TOF2

∆TOF1
=

2v2/a2

2v1/a1
=

m2v2

m1v1

q1

q2
=−q1

q2
. (5.63)

As a result the correlations due to (C+-O+), (C2+-O+), (O2+-C+) and (C2+-O2+) have slopes
of -1, -2, -2, and -1, respectively, which is confirmed by the 2D correlation plot in fig. 5.19b).
From the time-of-flight intervals in the correlation plot one can can estimate the amount of
kinetic energy release in fragmentation of CO as noted in eq. (2.26) of sec. 2.6. These results
are summarized in table 5.4. They are of the same order as those found by Folkerts et al. [125]
in CO fragmentation by He2+ ions.

Overall, the results presented here are in nice agreement with theoretical calculations
indicating that the new CRIMS setup is operating according to the design specifications.

Table 5.4: Kinetic energy releases in CO fragmentation by 90 keV O6+.

Correlation KER (eV)
C+ - O+ 8
C2+ - O+ 16
O2+ - C+ 27
C2+ - O2+ 38
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(a) Time-of-flight spectrum.

(b) 2D Time-of-flight correlation plot.

Figure 5.19: 90 keV O6+ on CO. Pstag = 6 bar, Tstag = 300 K and ϕnozzle = 50 µm.
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5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we reported on the construction and commissioning of a new setup, which
combines a supersonic jet molecular beam source and a recoil ion momentum spectrometer.
Such a machine allows us to perform kinematically complete measurements of the interac-
tions of highly charged ions with clusters and molecules. We started of with a description
of the basics of supersonic beam production and how such a device can be used as a tool for
cluster production. A short overview of the thermodynamics and fluid dynamics of jet sources
was also included. The degree of clustering in the jet may be estimated from the stagnation
conditions in the source such as temperature, pressure and nozzle diameter using scaling laws
reported in the literature. The newly constructed molecular beam source was characterized
for different stagnation conditions by crossing it with beams of highly charged ions and by
subsequently measuring the charged interaction products by means of a high resolution re-
flectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. In these measurements we detected charged argon
clusters (fragments) in the time of flight spectra when this was expected from the scaling
laws for certain pressure and temperature stagnation conditions. Clusters were absent in the
spectra when the stagnation conditions were such that only monomers were expected from
the scaling laws. This confirms the desired proper behavior of the molecular beam source.

In these first characterization measurements we estimated kinetic energy releases occur-
ring in interactions of highly charged ions and argon clusters.

After a characterization of the supersonic molecular beam source we combined it with our
newly constructed recoil ion momentum spectrometer. We discussed the basic principles of
such a spectrometer and how multi-hit coincidence measurements of position of impact and
time of flight of charged fragments can be used to calculate the vectorial momenta of those
fragments. First measurements of the interactions of argon clusters with highly charged ions
were successful in recovering time of flight spectra of argon and its clusters. Also successful
position detection of charged interaction products was reported. These measurements allowed
us to calculate the speed of the supersonic jet at different stagnation conditions. The results
agree well with estimates from theory models.

We conclude that the newly constructed setup for kinematically complete measurements
of interactions of highly charged ions with clusters and molecules operates according to de-
sign specifications.


